Overview

The pallet cover is light and impact resistant. It comes equipped with seat belts to wrap around the load and lock into the pallet for greater load stability.

Features and Benefits

- **Design for Unit Load**: Protects unit load from external contamination and secures the top of the unit load for banding.
- **Inter-Lock design with CHEP pallet**: Specific inter-locking design with the CHEP pallet guarantees stability and safety during transportation and storage.
- **Easy Handling**: Increase banding convenience and accuracy by a reserved banding space. Easy orientation during stacking process by special design.
- **Materials Fully Recyclable**: Reduces waste and benefits the environment.

Specifications

- **Dimensions - in millimeters**
  - External: Length 1205, Width 1007, Height 80
- **Nominal Capacity and Weight**: Tare Weight 9.5 kgs
- **Temperature Range**: Minimum / Maximum -20 °C / 50 °C

Notes

- **Materials**: Polypropylene
- **Options and Accessories**: Pallet lid (CHEP Code LID1210C)
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